Theorizing Fact-Based Policy Development at ICANN
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) is critical for
Internet governance because of its authority as the overall technical manager and
coordinator for the global domain name system (DNS). ICANN policy drives the
institutional relationships and technical operations that form the Internet as we know it.
But at the heart of ICANN‟s policy making power is a theoretical gap. ICANN has a
fundamental commitment to fact-based policy that is poorly understood.
This paper responds to that perceived gap by constructing an interdisciplinary
model of evidence based policy and exploring how that model could be translated into the
context of ICANN policy making. That model would guide ICANN‟s policy makers through
the application of several principles:


Policy decisions based on the best available evidence should be preferred to decisions
based on mere opinion, ideology, conventional wisdom, or conjecture. What qualifies
as “best available evidence” depends on the policy question, the relevant professional
discipline, and the institutional setting.



Policy decisions should stand on an agreement of the best available evidence with
professional expertise (both subject matter and institutional).



High quality data in areas of strategic concern, especially benchmarking
institutional performance, should be routinely acquired.



Expertise in relevant subject matters, especially evaluation and data analysis, and
in relevant institutions should be acquired.



Routine forms of communication should be established, for the purpose of
communicating evidence to and from policy makers.



Policy decisions should be made transparent by disclosing the data, assumptions,
and methodologies that produced it in sufficient detail to be replicated.



Policy proposals and assertions should be evaluated using these principles as rules
of discourse: they are intended to condition the credibility and persuasiveness of a
policy proposal or assertion without excluding expressions of opinion from
consideration altogether.
The case studies described below suggest that ICANN falls short of its commitment

to fact-based policy because it does not rely on the best available evidence and because it
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fails to disclose sufficient information about its decision making processes to evaluate the
evidence it does rely on. More positively, the interdisciplinary model of evidence based
policy

offers

promising
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INTRODUCTION

ICANN is critical for Internet governance because of its authority as the overall
technical manager and coordinator for the global DNS.1 ICANN‟s policies shape how
registries, registrars, and ccTLD operators carry out their responsibilities over the
Internet‟s unique identifiers, how DNS-related disputes are resolved, and how changes to
the DNS will unfold. In short, ICANN policy drives the institutional relationships and
technical operations that form the Internet as we know it.
But at the heart of ICANN‟s policy making power is a theoretical gap. ICANN has a
fundamental commitment to fact-based policy that is poorly understood. This paper
responds to that perceived gap by constructing an interdisciplinary model of evidence based
policy and exploring how that model could be translated into the context of ICANN policy
making. The aim is to advance understanding of how to ground ICANN policy more
effectively in fact rather than opinion. This theoretical approach holds significance for
Internet governance as a discipline. Beyond its capacity to identify what strategies are
available for improving ICANN‟s policymaking, it offers a new approach for further
research into Internet governance. But it should be stressed that this is not the occasion for
limning ICANN‟s complex policy making structure in detail or for prescribing changes to
ICANN‟s bylaws to strengthen its performance of fact-based policy. Its narrow aims are to
articulate a plausible interdisciplinary model of evidence based policy and to explore how
that model illuminates ICANN‟s commitment to conduct fact-based policy.
The paper consists of six parts. First, ICANN‟s commitments to fact-based policy and
its failure to keep those commitments are rehearsed. Second, a brief word on the theoretical
underpinnings of this project is offered. Third, the original model of evidence based
medicine is sketched, along with a description of the model as it has been applied in some
other disciplines. Fourth, certain criticisms of evidence based policy are raised and resolved.
Fifth, an interdisciplinary model of evidence based policy is presented, constructed from the
common elements of evidence based policy as it has been applied across various disciplines
and responding to the cautions and objections. And sixth, this interdisciplinary model will
be applied to ICANN using case studies, in light of its unique institutional structure and
complex policy making apparatus.
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ICANN’S COMMITMENT TO FACT-BASED POLICY

ICANN‟s commitments to fact-based policy making are fundamental to its
institutional identity. Among its stated missions are to coordinate “policy development
reasonably and appropriately related to [its] technical functions.”2 Such policy coordination
has characterized ICANN from its beginnings. It was conceived as a “not-for-profit
corporation formed by private sector Internet stakeholders to administer policy for the
Internet name and address system.”3 In carrying out its responsibility “to administer
policy,”4 ICANN has always been obliged to “reflect the bottom-up governance that has
characterized development of the Internet to date.”5
ICANN‟s obligation to develop and administer DNS policy through a bottom-up
process has accumulated additional features, intended as improvements. ICANN‟s Board of
Directors committed under the Joint Project Agreement to “further the effectiveness of the
bottom-up policy development processes.”6 Specific requirements were added with the
Affirmation of Commitments, when ICANN agreed “to adhere to ... fact-based policy
development” and “to provide a thorough and reasoned explanation of decisions taken, the
rationale thereof and the sources of data and information on which [it] relied.”7 What these
obligations mean, what they may require of policy-makers, is exactly the point of this
inquiry.
Given these commitments, one would expect ICANN to maintain a tight connection
between policies and facts, but it too often enacts policies without a sound evidentiary basis.
The Accountability and Transparency Review Team (ATRT), commissioned under the
Affirmation‟s authority,8 said as much when it recommended that the ICANN Board
provide a “„thorough and reasoned explanation of decisions taken, the rationale for them,
and the sources of data and information on which ICANN relied.‟”9 No such
recommendation would have been necessary if ICANN were adhering to its commitments
under the Affirmation. The United States government sharpened this sense of policy failure
by charging that “[i]n the context of the new gTLD program, ICANN is failing to meet this
commitment.”10 Invoking its status as “a signatory to the Affirmation,” the United States
reminded ICANN of its expectation that it “would make significant improvements in its
operations to meet the obligations identified in the Affirmation” while noting its
disappointment that “[o]ver a year later ... those improvements have yet to be seen.”11
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Certain decisions illustrate ICANN‟s tendency to fall short of its commitments under
the Affirmation “to adhere to ... fact-based policy development.”12 They include the decisions
to charge a $185,000 application fee for new gTLDs (a figure developed by staff with no
apparent community input that did not change at all throughout the course of the multiyear policy development process) and to permit the cross-ownership of registries and
registrars in the new gTLD market. Each of these policies may be advisable or inadvisable
in other respects, but each was issued without a defensible basis in fact. In a later section
they will serve as case studies to test an interdisciplinary model of evidence based policy.
THEORETICAL UNDERPINNINGS

The theoretical model of fact-based policy offered here is founded on a hypothesis
and a method.
The hypothesis is that ICANN‟s commitment to fact-based policy can be usefully
informed by analogous theoretical work in other disciplines. Fortunately, research bore out
this hypothesis by uncovering a large literature that has grown up around the
methodological model of evidence based policy. This model is intensely generative, having
prompted broad interdisciplinary discussions, criticisms, and adaptations.
The method consists of a targeted literature review and analysis. Research for
materials discussing “evidence based policy,” “evidence based practice,” and cognate terms
was conducted on the Internet using widely available databases, Academic Search Premier
and GoogleScholar. Resulting hits from both databases numbered over 1.5 million, of which
63 articles and papers were selected based on the number of references and the apparent
relevance to the application of evidence based policy by various disciplines and the
theoretical challenges that evidence based policy must face. Endnote references record the
extent to which the selected materials came to be included in the analysis.
THE ORIGIN AND SPREAD OF EVIDENCE-BASED POLICY

Evidence-based policy as a separate methodological concept originated with David
Sackett in the field of medicine. As he and his colleagues defined it, “Evidence based
medicine is the conscientious, explicit, and judicious use of current best evidence in making
decisions about the care of individual patients.”13 They explained further that “[t]he
practice of evidence based medicine means integrating individual clinical expertise with the
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best available external clinical evidence from systematic research.”14 By “clinical expertise”
they meant “the proficiency and judgment that individual clinicians acquire through
clinical experience and clinical practice.”15 By “the best available external clinical evidence”
they meant “clinically relevant research, often from the basis sciences of medicine.”16 Both
expertise and evidence are necessary. “Without clinical expertise, practice risks becoming
tyrannised by evidence, for even excellent external evidence may be inapplicable to or
inappropriate for an individual patient. Without current best evidence, practice risks
becoming rapidly out of date, to the detriment of patients.”17 In calling for a union of
expertise and evidence, Sackett denied that evidence based medicine is “„cookbook‟
medicine.”18
Because it requires a bottom up approach that integrates the best external
evidence with individual clinical expertise and patients‟ choice, it cannot
result in slavish, cookbook approaches to individual patient care. External
evidence can inform, but can never replace, individual clinical expertise, and
it is this expertise that decides whether the external evidence applies to the
individual patient at all and, if so, how it should be integrated into a clinical
decision.19
Sackett‟s model of evidence based medicine has three leading features. It (1) strives
for “the conscientious, explicit, and judicious use of current best evidence in making
decisions”; (2) “requires a bottom up approach that integrates the best external evidence
with individual clinical expertise and patients‟ choice”; (3) rejects extreme methodological
positions, both decisions made obsolete by the lack of “current best evidence” or “slavish
cookbook approaches” that purport to displace individual expertise.20
Evidence based medicine has spread beyond its roots in clinical medical practice to
influence other disciplines.
The field of business management has adopted the model. Evidence based
management has been defined as “translating principles based on best evidence into
organizational practices.”21 Borrowing directly from Sackett, evidence based practice is
broadly characterized as “a paradigm for making decisions that integrate the best available
research evidence with decision maker expertise and client/customer preferences to guide
practice toward more desirable results.”22 Specifically, evidence based management
requires “learning about cause-effect connections in professional practices”; “isolating the
variations that measurably affect desired outcomes”; “creating a culture of evidence-based
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decision making and research participation”; “using information-sharing communities to
reduce overuse, underuse, and misuse of specific practices”; “building decision supports to
promote practices the evidence validates, along with techniques and artifacts that make the
decision easier to execute or perform ...”; and “having individual, organizational, and
institutional factors promote access to knowledge and its use.”23
Behind the application of the evidence based paradigm to management is the
judgment that “managers (like doctors) can practice their craft more effectively if they are
routinely guided by the best logic and evidence—and if they relentlessly seek new
knowledge and insight, from both inside and outside their companies, to keep updating
their assumptions, knowledge, and skills.”24
International development and related programs have also adopted and adapted
evidence based practice. United States Agency for International Development (USAID)
“bases policy and investment decisions on the best available empirical evidence, and uses
the opportunities afforded by project implementation to generate new knowledge for the
wider community,” as well as committing to “measuring and documenting project
achievements and shortcomings so that the Agency‟s multiple stakeholders gain an
understanding of the return on investment in development activities.”25 Selecting
evaluation methods concentrates on those that “generate the highest quality and most
credible evidence that corresponds to the questions being asked, taking into consideration
time, budget and other practical considerations.”26 Methodological choices emphasize “facts,
evidence and data” and shun “relying exclusively upon anecdotes, hearsay and unverified
opinions.”27 Findings must be delivered in a useable form: “specific, concise and supported
by quantitative and qualitative information that is reliable, valid and generablizable.”28
International institutions like the United Nations University, the World Bank, the
European Union, and the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) have implemented similar evidence based approaches.29
Perhaps the best known application of evidence based practice outside of medicine is
the British government‟s embrace of it under the leadership of Prime Minister Tony Blair.
A leading government white paper stated that “[g]overnment should regard policy making
as a continuous, learning process, not as a series of one-off initiatives. We will improve our
use of evidence and research so that we understand better the problems we are trying to
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address.”30 Philip Davies, a researcher then affiliated with the Prime Minister‟s office,
explained that Britain‟s evidence-based approach to public policy “stands in contrast to
opinion-based policy, which relies heavily on either the selective use of evidence (e.g. on
single studies irrespective of quality) or on the untested views of individuals or groups,
often inspired by ideological standpoints, prejudices, or speculative conjecture.”31 He also
noted that “[t]he driving force for evidence in government tends to be the type of question
being asked, rather than any particular research method or design” and that “[m]ost
governments require sound evidence on both the effectiveness of outcomes and the
effectiveness of implementation and delivery of policies, programmes and projects.”32 Davies
acknowledged that factors besides evidence influenced policy, including “the experience,
expertise and judgement of policy officials and Ministers, values and ideology, available
resources, habits and tradition, lobbyists, pressure groups and the media, and the
pragmatics and contingencies of everyday political life.”33 He called for these “realities of
government” to be fully appreciated, to avoid “the principles of evidence-based policy and
practice being used less often and with less seriousness than they deserve.”34
Australia has followed Britain‟s example. Elaborating a conception of evidence based
policy in public service, the chairman of Australia‟s Productivity Commission has explained
what he takes to be its essential ingredients. They include sound methodology, data,
transparency, expertise, and a receptiveness to evidence. Sound methodology requires that
“whatever analytical approach is chosen, it allows for a proper consideration of the nature
of the issue or problem, and of different options for policy action.”35 Data is critical, “the
data needed [for governments] to evaluate their own programs,” especially “the baseline
data essential for before-and-after comparisons.”36 Transparency requires “„opening the
books‟ in terms of data, assumptions and methodologies, such that the analysis could be
replicated.”37 Expertise is important because “[y]ou can‟t have good evidence, you can‟t have
good research, without good people. People skilled in quantitative methods and other
analysis are especially valuable.”38 Receptiveness to evidence requires “a process that
begins with a question rather than an answer, and that has institutions to support such
inquiry.”39
In the view of this leading Australian official, making policy without these
ingredients leads to familiar problems:
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Without evidence, policy makers must fall back on intuition, ideology,
or conventional wisdom—or, at best, theory alone. And many policy decisions
have indeed been made in those ways. But the resulting policies can go
seriously astray, given the complexities and interdependencies in our society
and economy, and the unpredictability of people‟s reactions to change.40
The United States, under President Obama, also has made evidence based policy a central
priority.41
Other disciplines have discussed incorporating evidence based practice, including
information systems,42 education,43 and criminology.44 Each has been guided by the vision of
a professional discipline enhanced by the best available evidence.45
CRITICISMS AND RESPONSES

Evidence based policy has attracted substantial criticisms, including charges that it
smacks of scientism and runs contrary to democratic values. Each of these criticisms needs
to be engaged and resolved, at least tolerably, if evidence based policy is to stand on a firm
theoretical foundation.
Scientism
Scientism was famously defined by Hayek as the “slavish imitation of the method
and language of Science.”46 At bottom, it reflects “an attitude which is decidedly unscientific
in the true sense of the word, since it involves a mechanical and uncritical application of
habits of thought to fields different from those in which they have been formed.”47 Its most
basic error is to treat the subjective data of social relations as if it were the objective data of
the natural world.48 In doing so, scientism often conflates fact with opinion.49
Evidence based policy—or at least certain claims made on its behalf—has been said
to smack of scientism.50 Its conclusions are allegedly “misleading because they are based on
too sharp a distinction between practitioner opinion and research evidence” and in so doing
leads the supporters of evidence based policy “to make excessive claims for the role that
research can play in guiding policymaking and practice.”51
In particular, evidence based policy is often said to require policy to be supported by
“research evidence presented in the form of systematic reviews, in other words syntheses of
the findings from all relevant studies meeting some threshold of methodological rigour.”52
The turn to systematic reviews is motivated by the reality that “[e]valuation research is
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tortured by time constraints. The policy cycle revolves quicker than the research cycle, with
the result that „real time‟ evaluations often have little influence on policy making.”53
Reliance on systematic reviews raises methodological questions of its own, because
such reviews were “developed in the context of judging the effectiveness of medical
interventions and tend[ ] to focus on the synthesis of quantitative (particularly
experimental) data.”54 Scholars have questioned “the extent to which such an approach can
or should be transferred to other areas of public policy.”55 The rigor required of systematic
reviews “assumes a conception of research methodology that is broadly positivist in
character,” an assumption that is said to raise “fundamental issues for many social
scientists” about the relations between research evidence and policy making.56
Scientism appears to be a fair charge against evidence based policy only if its
epistemic claims are pressed too far, rather than a fault intrinsic to the model itself.
Insisting on “the synthesis of quantitative (particularly experimental) data”57 as the sine
qua non of valid evidence and then claiming the transferability of that epistemic model to
every area of public policy would smack of scientism. But it would also be unfaithful to
Sackett‟s original vision of a union of evidence and expertise, a vision that expressly
rejected “slavish, cookbook approaches to individual patient care.”58 If “it is the mark of an
educated man to ask for precision in each class of things just so far as the nature of the
subject admits,”59 the standards of evidence must fit the character of the subject under
review.
Ray Pawson has made important theoretical contributions by revising the classic
question of evidence based policy—“What works?”—to be “„what works for whom in what
circumstances‟”?60 And he approaches the problem of theoretical transferability by avoiding
the promise of a one-to-one transfer of a theory from one context to another, offering instead
a more nuanced explanation that “this programme theory works in these respects, for these
subjects, in these kinds of situations.”61 By making the standard of evidence more
dependent on context, Pawson‟s realist synthesis of evidence based policy affirms that
“there is no one „gold standard‟ method for evaluating single social programmes”62 and that
the model should incorporate “a variety of methodological strategies.”63
A modest conception of evidence based policy can avoid entanglement in scientism.
Not all studies must be double-blind and not all reviews must be systematic. What counts
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as the “best available” evidence is a term of art whose meaning depends on the question
asked, the particular discipline, and the institutional context.
Democracy
Critics have also questioned whether evidence based policy is consistent with
democratic values.64 Some have suggested that the growing influence of evidence based
policy may “signal the devaluing of democratic debate about the ethical and moral issues
raised by policy choices.”65 Others have cast doubt on whether evidence based policy is
consistent with the essential democratic principle of political equality.
If political equality is the foundational element of democracy, then, to the
extent that any activity conflicts with the realization and preservation of
political equality, said activity can legitimately be considered incompatible
with democracy. In turn, insofar as [evidence based policy] promotes or
requires the privileging of evidence over other considerations, it also provides
to certain individuals a degree of political influence that exceeds that
available to all citizens. In particular, under an [evidence based policy]
regime those who are responsible for the production and interpretation of
„evidence‟ will necessarily be more intimately involved (directly or indirectly)
in the shaping of public policy than will others who are unable to engage in
such activities. Hence, prima facie, the pursuit of [evidence based policy]
could be understood to be incompatible with democracy.66
This charge that evidence based policy conflicts with the principle of political
equality presents a serious challenge for ICANN. Representation is one of ICANN‟s
founding principles, along with “stability, competition, private bottom-up coordination.”67 It
was thought that giving priority to “global representativeness” would “ensure that DNS
management proceeds in the interest of the Internet community as a whole.”68 Global
representation remains an important institutional feature of ICANN, as illustrated by its
bylaws mandating geographic diversity for its board of directors.69 Evidence based policy
might have to be abandoned as a theoretical model relevant to ICANN unless it can be
reconciled with the principle of representation.
The conflict centers, according to Young, on the fact that “those who are responsible
for the production and interpretation of „evidence‟ will necessarily be more intimately
involved (directly or indirectly) in the shaping of public policy than will others who are
unable to engage in such activities.”70 Judging evidence based policy as “incompatible with
democracy” depends on the unexamined assumption that inequalities in “the production
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and interpretation of „evidence‟” and the resulting capacity for intimate involvement “in the
shaping of public policy” conflict with the principle of political equality.71 But in fact modern
representative governments uniformly permit and often foster such diversity to preserve
individual liberty. Inequalities of intelligence and information are as much a part of the
human condition as inequalities of wealth,72 and representative governments tend to take
advantage of these inequalities rather than wishing them away or seeking to eliminate
them. Political equality includes the rights of every member of the community to vote or to
speak freely;73 it does not entitle every member to achieve his policy preferences on exactly
the same terms. Discrepancies in the capacity of different citizens to achieve their policy
outcomes are not widely considered “incompatible” with the principle of political equality.
Because democracy requires political equality and not equality in the capacity to achieve
policy outcomes, it is not inconsistent with evidence based policy.
Evidence based policy might be said to stand in some tension with the principle of
representation on the ground that a well-ordered regime will endeavor to maximize its
members‟ access to the processes of policy making. Even that tension may be resolved by
conceiving of evidence based policy as a modest rule of discourse. “Discourse encompasses
the concepts and ideas relevant for policy, and the interactive processes of communication
and policy formulation that serve to generate and disseminate these ideas ....”74 The most
democratic event in ICANN‟s calendar—the public forum held at its periodic international
meetings—is governed by certain rules of discourse. Community members who want to
speak must line up, wait their turn, limit their comments or questions to two minutes, and
refrain from abusive or vulgar language. None of these rules are thought to impinge on the
principle of equal respect for every community member. Evidence based policy may seen as
similar rules of discourse, conditioning the credibility and persuasiveness of a policy
proposal. Evidence may be preferred over opinion. So long as evidence based policy does not
exclude expressions of opinion from consideration entirely, any tension with the principle of
representation would appear to be reduced if not removed.
Correctly understood, evidence based policy can withstand charges of scientism and
an inconsistency with democratic values. What remains is to articulate an interdisciplinary
model of evidence based policy and apply it to ICANN using case studies based on decisions
where the model can illuminate more precisely where ICANN falls short of its commitment
to fact-based policy.
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AN INTERDISCIPLINARY MODEL OF EVIDENCE BASED POLICY

An interdisciplinary model of evidence based policy, to be thoroughly rigorous, would
require an analysis of how dozens of disciplines have adopted, adapted, or rejected evidence
based policy. Because time constraints make that comprehensive approach impossible, the
aim here is to construct a plausible model of evidence based policy based on the common
elements of evidence based medicine, management, international development, and
government, as discussed above. The model, while adequate for this discussion, is certainly
open to further refinement in light of research and experience.
To review, Sackett‟s model of evidence based medicine envisions “the conscientious,
explicit, and judicious use of current best evidence in making decisions,” demands “a bottom
up approach that integrates the best external evidence with individual clinical expertise
and patients‟ choice,” and rejects decisions made obsolete by the lack of “current best
evidence” or “slavish cookbook approaches” that purport to displace individual expertise.75
Other disciplines have borrowed from these elements and augmented them when adapting
Sackett‟s model. Acquiring and using high quality evidence in making policy is of course the
central goal of evidence based policy, whatever the context.76 Some pursue that goal by
striving to master causal connections, isolate variables that “measurably affect desired
outcomes,” and build communities and institutional supports to encourage the appropriate
use of evidence.77 Others pursue it by focusing on sound methodology; acquiring good
quality data; opening up research processes and results for transparent inspection;
acquiring expertise in the form of well-trained people; and fostering a receptiveness to
evidence, “a process that begins with a question rather than an answer, and that has
institutions to support such inquiry.”78
Several reasons are advanced for adopting an evidence based approach to policy
making, the most obvious of which are that policy is more relevant and durable when it is
supported by the best available evidence. Opinion-based policy is generally condemned79 if
only because “[w]ithout evidence, policy makers must fall back on intuition, ideology, or
conventional wisdom—or, at best, theory alone.”80
In addition to these discipline-specific elements, a cross-sector study has proposed
certain elements of evidence based policy as essential to the model. They include
“[a]greement as to what counts as evidence in what circumstances”; “[a] strategic approach
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to the creation of evidence in priority areas, with concomitant systematic efforts to
accumulate evidence in the form of robust bodies of knowledge”; “[e]ffective dissemination
of evidence to where it is most needed and the development of effective means of providing
wide access to knowledge”; and “[i]nitiatives to ensure the integration of evidence into
policy and encourage the utilisation of evidence in practice.”81
Constructing an interdisciplinary model of evidence based policy must take into
account certain cautions. Factors besides evidence influence—and at least sometimes
rightly influence—the formation of policy.82 Maintaining consistency with the principle of
representation requires evidence based policy to be framed as rules of discourse that
condition the credibility and persuasiveness of evidence and not as rules that altogether
exclude expressions of opinion from consideration. And the model must avoid the problem of
making “excessive claims for the role that research can play in guiding policymaking and
practice.”83 Part of the solution lies in tailoring the type of evidence sought to the question
asked, concentrating on evaluation methods that “generate the highest quality and most
credible evidence that corresponds to the questions being asked, taking into consideration
time, budget and other practical considerations.”84 Another part of the solution is to recall
that what qualifies as evidence of the “highest quality” differs considerably depending on
the character of each professional discipline.85 This interdisciplinary diversity suggests the
need for “being more explicit about the role of research vis-à-vis other sources of
information, as well as greater clarity about the relative strengths and weaknesses of
different methodological stances.”86
An interdisciplinary model of evidence based policy, distilled from these various
considerations, might be couched in terms of a few principles:


Policy decisions based on the best available evidence should be preferred to decisions
based on mere opinion, ideology, conventional wisdom, or conjecture. What qualifies
as “best available evidence” depends on the policy question, the relevant professional
discipline, and the institutional setting.



Policy decisions should stand on an agreement of the best available evidence with
professional expertise (both subject matter and institutional).



High quality data in areas of strategic concern, especially benchmarking
institutional performance, should be routinely acquired.
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Expertise in relevant subject matters, especially evaluation and data analysis, and
in relevant institutions should be acquired.



Routine forms of communication should be established, for the purpose of
communicating evidence to and from policy makers.



Policy decisions should be made transparent by disclosing the data, assumptions,
and methodologies that produced it in sufficient detail for the analysis to be
replicated.



Policy proposals and assertions should be evaluated using these principles as rules
of discourse: they are intended to condition the credibility and persuasiveness of a
policy proposal or assertion without excluding expressions of opinion from
consideration altogether.
Implementing this model should be guided by two key questions: “„what works for

whom in what circumstances‟”?87 and does this theory work “in these respects, for these
subjects, in these kinds of situations”?88
THEORIZING FACT-BASED POLICY FOR ICANN

This interdisciplinary model of evidence based policy can improve our understanding
of ICANN‟s commitment to fact-based policy, as the following case studies will illustrate.
Before proceeding, however, it is necessary to summarize ICANN‟s unique institutional
character and its complex policy making apparatus. These characteristics will determine
how the model should apply.
1. Policy Making in ICANN
ICANN uniquely combines a private legal form and global public power.89 It is a
private corporation “organized under the California Nonprofit Public Benefit Corporation
law for charitable and public purposes.”90 Although headquartered in California and
organized under California law,91 ICANN exercises global authority over the Internet DNS.
No single person or organization controls the Internet as a whole,92 but ICANN manages
one of the most critical and globally important aspects of its global infrastructure through
its responsibilities as the overall manager and technical coordinator for the Internet DNS.93
ICANN relies for its policy development on a network of Supporting Organizations
and Advisory Committees organized by the presumed subject matter expertise or interest of
its

members.

Supporting
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Organization (GNSO),94 the Council of the Country Code Names Supporting Organization
(ccNSO),95 and the Address Supporting Organization (ASO).96 ICANN‟s Bylaws prescribe
four Advisory Committees,97 including the Governmental Advisory Committee (GAC),
consisting of representatives from national governments; the Security and Stability
Advisory Committee (SSAC) that advises ICANN on security and integrity matters of the
Internet‟s naming and address allocation systems; the Root Server System Advisory
Committee (RSSAC) that brings together the root name server operators to advise the
Board about the operation of the root zone; and the At-Large Advisory Committee (ALAC),
which advises the ICANN Board of Directors regarding the interests of individual Internet
users. Furthermore, the Technical Liaison Group (TLG) connects the Board with sources of
technical advice on matters persistent to ICANN‟s activities and the Board is also entitled
to seek advice from external experts.
As this brief description of ICANN‟s policy making apparatus suggests, the “DNS is
more than a technical system; it is also an administrative and policy system.... [P]aralleling
the DNS‟s technical centralization is administrative and policy centralization.”98 Policy
making power over the DNS is centralized in ICANN‟s Board of Directors,99 which holds
complete authority to conduct ICANN‟s affairs.100 No other officer or entity has power to
reverse its decisions. Policies are developed and proposed by SOs and ACs, but the Board
holds the ultimate power to decide whether to adopt or reject them.
With an interdisciplinary model of evidence based policy and ICANN‟s unique
institutional character and policy making structure in view, it is now possible to better
understand ICANN‟s commitment to fact-based policy.
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2. Preliminary Observations
Notice first that ICANN‟s commitment to fact-based policy appears in the
Affirmation of Commitments but not in the ICANN bylaws. The Affirmation is of course a
core agreement between ICANN and the United States, its contracting partner for the
IANA Agreement. But there is a curious sense that ICANN has managed to keep its
commitment to fact-based policy at arms‟ length by not incorporating that commitment into
its own bylaws. Although it is a practical and not a theoretical point, amending the bylaws
to incorporate its commitment to fact-based policy would be helpful, if only to reinforce for
ICANN‟s board and other officials the importance of adhering to this standard.
Notice too that the model of evidence based policy carries certain resonances for
ICANN. The terms “evidence based policy” and “fact-based policy” are nearly identical.
What difference separates “evidence” from “fact” may depend on intelligent evaluation,
although it does no violence to the term “fact-based policy” to treat these terms as
synonyms. Not all facts should be treated alike and evaluation can sort the epistemic wheat
from the chaff. Also, it was Sackett who wrote that evidence based policy “requires a bottom
up approach that integrates the best external evidence with individual clinical expertise
and patients‟ choice.”101 This unusual phrase echoes the “bottom-up policy development
processes”102 characteristic of ICANN‟s management of the DNS. In each instance, the
phrase suggests a policy making process driven by the person (whether physician or
stakeholder) in closest touch with the facts. And the suggestion that evidence based policy
requires “„opening the books‟ in terms of data, assumptions and methodologies, such that
the analysis could be replicated”103 closely tracks ICANN‟s commitment “to provide a
thorough and reasoned explanation of decisions taken, the rationale thereof and the sources
of data and information on which [it] relied.”104
Beyond these superficial resemblances, the interdisciplinary model of evidence based
policy illuminates ICANN‟s commitment to fact-based policy in several respects. It shows
that policy decisions based on the best available evidence are preferable to opinion-based
policy because they are more relevant and durable. It demonstrates that fact-based policy
requires concomitant investments in data collection and the acquisition of expertise. It
suggests that revealing the data, methods, and processes by which a policy is made
enhances strengthens its factual basis by testing it against the acid test of analytical
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replication. And it qualifies the claims and demands of evidence based policy to avoid
inadvertently falling into scientism or conflicting with democratic values.
In these ways the interdisciplinary model of evidence based policy offered here can
be said to improve our understanding of what ICANN‟s commitment to fact-based policy
entails. But the model should be applied to individual policies to test its utility further.
Following are brief case studies based on recent ICANN policy decisions.
3. Case Studies
ICANN‟s tendency to fall short of its commitment to fact-based policy is illustrated
by its decision to charge a $185,000 application fee for new gTLDs and the decision to
permit the cross-ownership of registries and registrars in the new gTLD market. Each
decision may be advisable or inadvisable in other respects, but both were reached without a
defensible basis in fact. Evaluating them in light of the interdisciplinary model of evidence
based policy is intended to show more precisely where the policy failures occurred.
Suggestions for improving ICANN‟s policy making will be implicit in much of this
discussion, but additional work will be necessary to extend the theoretical model of factbased policy offered here into a complete set of prescriptions for improving ICANN‟s
performance concerning its commitment to fact-based policy.
gTLD Application Fee
Perhaps the most dramatic policy decision in ICANN‟s history was issued on June
20, 2011, when the Board of Directors approved a plan to introduce dozens if not hundreds
of new gTLDs into the root zone.105 That plan includes an application fee of $185,000 per
sought-after gTLD. This fee has been challenged because of its size and the potential effects
of a large amount of excess revenue on ICANN as an institution.106 Relevant for this
discussion, however, is the question of how ICANN arrived at this figure.
ICANN offered alternative explanations for its decision. On the one hand, it said
that the $185,000 represents an estimate of the administrative costs over ten applications
for sponsored TLDs beginning in 1985.107 On the other, it is said to reflect “a detailed
costing methodology that includes the new gTLD program development costs and both the
more-easily and less-easily predictable costs associated with evaluating new gTLD
applications through to delegation in the root zone.”108 Coincidence could hardly explain
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arriving at the same figure by both methods. Moreover, ICANN has not published its
“detailed costing methodology” and there remain serious questions about some of the
components

of

the

application

fee,

especially

the

$60,000

designated

for

risk

management.109
By applying the interdisciplinary model of evidence based policy, it becomes clear
that ICANN‟s decision to charge a $185,000 application fee is defective. It was not based on
the best available evidence, or ICANN could not have asserted different methods for
arriving at the same figure. (Besides, a staff estimate of past costs for a different program is
hardly the gold standard of evidence.) This conclusion is bolstered by ICANN‟s decision not
to publish its “costing methodology,” despite penetrating questions about the risk
management portion. Weak transparency has fueled doubts about ICANN‟s factual basis
for the fee.
Cross-Ownership of Registries and Registrars in New gTLDs
For historic reasons, ICANN has observed certain restrictions on cross-ownership of
registries and registrars. In the past 18 months it has reaffirmed and then reversed that
policy with respect to new gTLDs. In March 2010 the Board of Directors formally resolved
that “within the context of the new gTLD process, there will be strict separation of entities
offering registry services and those acting as registrars. No co-ownership will be allowed.”110
The Board added, however, that it would consider any policy on cross-ownership from the
GNSO that the Board approved before the new gTLD program was launched.111 ICANN‟s
May 2010 version of the gTLD Applicant Guidebook contained a note reiterating that the
Board “continue[d] to encourage the GNSO to develop a stakeholder-based policy on these
[cross-ownership] issues.”112 Despite its efforts, the GNSO could not overcome its internal
divisions to issue a consensus policy.113
Then, in November 2010, the Board reversed course by formally directing the next
version of the Applicant Guidebook to be revised to include the policy that “ICANN will not
restrict cross-ownership between registries and registrars.”114 The reasons given for
changing its policy included the imbalance of contractual treatment restricting registries
but not registrars; the absence of a formal policy on cross-registration; an argument that
“historical contract prohibitions on registries acquiring registrars do not provide a
compelling basis for principled decision-making”; and an assurance that “the Board is
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committed to making fact-based decisions, and has carefully considered available economic
analysis, legal advice and advice from the community.”115
The United States promptly complained that the Board‟s decision on crossownership meant that “[i]n the context of the new gTLD program, ICANN is failing to meet
[its] commitment” to fact-based policy. Specifically, it pointed out that “the record of this
decision fails to provide a thorough and reasoned explanation of how ICANN moved from a
position in March ... to the November 5, 2010 decision allowing full cross ownership.”116
Applying the interdisciplinary model of evidence based policy to ICANN‟s decision on
cross-ownership amply supports the position of the United States. The Board‟s reassurance
that it “is committed to making fact-based decisions”117 falls flat given its failure to disclose
the factual grounds for its decision. ICANN‟s weak transparency (again) suggests
additional questions in light of the model. Did the Board have the best available evidence to
support its decision and err only by failing to disclose it? Or does its weak transparency
indicate an absence of evidentiary support? Not surprisingly, weak transparency obstructs
meaningful analysis of a decision using the model of evidence based policy. Questions
regarding the quality of evidence or its proper use do not come up because information
about what evidence was selected remains undisclosed. We can only speculate whether the
Board had better facts than it communicated when it lifted all restrictions on crossownership. What it did communicate was a fait accompli, not a reasoned decision with a
factual basis that can be intelligibly understood and evaluated.
4. The Model in Practice
A sound theoretical model supplies the right questions to ask. From that
perspective, applying the interdisciplinary model of evidence based policy to these case
studies sheds additional light on ICANN‟s commitment to fact-based policy. Its decision to
charge an application fee of $185,000 is questionable, in part, because the decision lacks an
adequate evidentiary basis and because ICANN‟s failure to disclose its methodology for
arriving at that figure undermines the credibility of that decision. Weak transparency
altogether defeats meaningful analysis of the decision to lift restrictions on cross-ownership
with respect to new gTLDs. So much is perhaps commonplace.
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What is surprising is the extent to which the interdisciplinary model addresses
questions that are relevant to ICANN policy making in general, and the case studies in
particular, but that did not arise because of ICANN‟s weak transparency. Transparency
turns out to be indispensable for carrying out ICANN‟s commitment to fact-based policy.
Sophisticated questions about the relative value and credibility of different kinds of
evidence, fine points of research methodology, and institutional supports for evidence based
policy—none of these come up unless ICANN discloses enough information to see the same
evidence on which decision makers relied.
Once the problem of transparency is resolved, or at least reduced, the
interdisciplinary model points the way to additional research. It suggests, for instance, that
ICANN‟s bottom-up policy development process should not be confused with the production
of epistemically sound research. The former develops policy in the SOs and ACs through a
roughly democratic system of proposal, counterproposal, bargaining, and special pleading.
Resulting policies may reflect a tolerable compromise among competing stakeholders, but
they cannot stand, except by accident, on a firm evidentiary foundation. Applying the
theoretical model described here to PDPs and their affiliated processes could improve
ICANN‟s policy making by elevating the standard of evidence on which they rely.
CONCLUSION

ICANN‟s commitment to fact-based policy is better understood with the help of the
interdisciplinary model of evidence based policy described here. That model would guide
ICANN‟s policy makers through the application of several principles:


Policy decisions based on the best available evidence should be preferred to decisions
based on mere opinion, ideology, conventional wisdom, or conjecture. What qualifies
as “best available evidence” depends on the policy question, the relevant professional
discipline, and the institutional setting.



Policy decisions should stand on an agreement of the best available evidence with
professional expertise (both subject matter and institutional).



High quality data in areas of strategic concern, especially benchmarking
institutional performance, should be routinely acquired.



Expertise in relevant subject matters, especially evaluation and data analysis, and
in relevant institutions should be acquired.
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Routine forms of communication should be established, for the purpose of
communicating evidence to and from policy makers.



Policy decisions should be made transparent by disclosing the data, assumptions,
and methodologies that produced it in sufficient detail to be replicated.



Policy proposals and assertions should be evaluated using these principles as rules
of discourse: they are intended to condition the credibility and persuasiveness of a
policy proposal or assertion without excluding expressions of opinion from
consideration altogether.
The case studies suggest that ICANN falls short of its commitment to fact-based

policy because it does not rely on the best available evidence and because it fails to disclose
sufficient information about its decision making processes to evaluate the evidence it does
rely on. Its weak transparency is especially problematic. Until ICANN routinely discloses
sufficient information about its policy decisions for community members to replicate its
analysis, the goal of improving ICANN‟s adherence to fact-based policy will be frustrated.
More positively, the interdisciplinary model of evidence based policy offers promising
avenues for further research in Internet governance.
*

*

*

John Adams said it best: “facts are stubborn things”118—stubborn enough to deserve
greater attention from ICANN as it carries out its global responsibilities for the Internet
DNS.
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